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Developing of police sciences and various specialities is an urgent
necessity, and the aim of improving the performance level of police
affairs, meeting its requirements and strengthen the ability of its
facilities, to discuss aspects of crime and delinquency in the framework of the legal context and without prejudice to the right and
freedom of individuals.
The Global Police Index (GPI) 2019, measures the perceived levels
of police departments in 211 countries and territories. Drawing on
6 DATA sources of professional assessments, the index scores on a
scale of 0.000 (inspiring) to 1 (Challenging Police Future). AVEDEV
is influenced by the unit of measurement in the input data, in the
sense of the GPI how to get to the inspiring/best-performing score
in data allocation measuring dispersion or variance in distance
from the point that is 1 set point.
Every effort has been made to verify the accuracy of the information contained in this report. All information believed to be correct
as of June 2019. The context has been rounded to nearest positive
count to allow errors or variables in the DATA that entails data
research.
Global Police Index (GPI) measuring the effectiveness of the delivered services, that means efficiency, accountability, and corruption
linked to anti-social behaviour within the country.
Crimes detected because of police action cover crimes discovered
by active policing is the fundamental indicator. The role of the
police does not only include crime prevention but, a fundamentally
large array of the non-combatting platforms, namely:

> Create and keep a feeling of security in the community.
> To ease the movement of people and vehicles.

>To protect constitutional guarantees.
>To resolve the conflict between individuals, groups, or between
citizens and government.
To find problems and start solving the problem
To assist crime victims and secure individuals in danger

>
>

Arguments must either be numbers or be names, arrays, or references that contain numbers. Logical values and text representations
of numbers that you type directly into the list of arguments are
counted. If an array or reference argument contains text, logical values, or empty cells, those values are ignored; however, cells with the
value zero are included. Reports/ Credits: Comprehensive country
reports collected from Overseas Security Advisory Council.

ORCID Research ID: 0000-0002-6229-4062
Researcher: Tinus (Teno) Etsebeth joined the South
African Police Service (SAPS) in 2002 and started his
career at Bishop Lavis SAPS in Cape Town with a pretraining innovative. In September 2002, he underwent
police training at Pretoria Police College; and currently holds the rank of Warrant Officer at the Crime
Information Management Office (CIMO) for the Rapid
Rail Response Unit in the Western Cape.
He gained his police experience at Bellville SAPS,
where he working as a reactive police member attending to complaints, crime prevention and other policing functions; and thereafter proactive member in the
crime prevention unit with includes drug-related crime
combatting that involved undercover operations with
the Crime Intelligence department.
In 2008, as a member of the International Police
Association (IPA), they awarded him a scholarship to a
seminar in Germany later that year.
Currently, he is enrolled in at the North-West University
in South Africa studying Governance with Policing
Practice and busy with a research project on improving the policing functions and with his research in
‘The Critical Assessment Of The Future Police Concept
In Development Of The South African Police Service’
providing positive, realistic and innovative solutions
for problems facing policing and public scrutiny, and
in the long run, making a positive public picture about
policing in South Africa.
Unrelated, as a hobby, he published an Adventure/
thriller book Rite of Passage (9781631030062) (Cary
Press)

ORCID

LinkedIN
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FACTORS
SUBJECTIVE

DEVELOPED

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
AUTHORITARIAN
CORRUPTION
POLICE/POPULATION
ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
UNEMPLOYMENT
PRISON POPULATION

Comparing police
forces without
including the
Authoritarian
rating of a country
is illogical.

Developed Countries: A developed
country is defined as a country that
have a developed economy and
advanced tech infrastructure when
compared to other nations. Typically,
a developed country is designated by
look at several factors, including the
gross national product, gross domestic product, per capita income, industrialization level, standard of living,
and infrastructure.
Developing Countries: A developing
country is also known as an LMIC, or
a low- and middle-income country. It
is less developed than countries classified as “developed countries” but
these nations are ranked higher than

4
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“less economically developed countries.” These countries are characterized by being less developed industrially and a lower Human Development
Index when compared to other countries.
However, developing countries do
have the potential for high growth
and security when evaluating factors
including the standard of living, gross
domestic product and per capita
income.
The term refers to the current state
of a nation and is not used to determine changing dynamics or future
progress.

Global Police Index (GPI) measuring the
effectiveness of the delivered services, that
means efficiency, accountability, and corruption. The Best police rating only factor related
to the police, because the police are acting
accruing to the constitution of the country and
entails the power of arrest and results in the
average of the absolute deviations.

AND OBJECTIVE
Exclusion: Any military and private
security personnel Data modules
is excluded, only true police efficacy data.

AUTHORITARIAN:
Authoritarianism is a
form of government
characterized by strong
central power and limited freedom. Under an
authoritarian regime,
individual freedoms are
subordinate to the state,
and there is no constitutional accountability.

Involvement of United Nations: The
United Nations has been deploying
police officers for service in peace operations since the 1960s. ONUC was the
very first United Nations mission where
United Nations Police were deployed.
The number of United Nations Police
officers authorized for deployment in
peacekeeping operations and special
political missions increased from 5,840
in 1995 to over 11,000 in 2018.

On any given day, United Nations
police are providing operational support to host-State counterparts including to protect civilians; help facilitate
secure elections; investigate incidents
of sexual and gender-based violence; or
prevent and address serious organized
crime and violent. United Nations Police
also assist with the reform, restructuring
and development of host-State police
services and other law enforcement
agencies.

Arguments must either be numbers or be names, arrays, or references that contain numbers. Logical values and text representations of numbers that you type directly into the list of arguments are counted.
The Excel AVEDEV function returns the average of the absolute value of deviations
from the mean for a given set of data. Average deviation is a measure of variability.
The following steps show how to calculate average deviation for the mean. The
absolute deviation formula (i.e. the formula to calculate the distance for one point).
2019 • Global Police Index •
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CORRUPTION:

The

abuse of entrusted power for private gain.
Corruption can be classified as grand,
petty, and political, depending on the
amounts of money lost and the sector
where it occurs. Also see ‘grand corruption’, ‘petty corruption’ and ‘political corruption’.
The practice of receiving kickbacks is one
that is often viewed as victimless. But,
besides the fact that certain businesses
or people are not given a fair chance to
compete for work, kickbacks can also
have other, very direct victims.
Corruption is a complex social, political,
and economic phenomenon that affects
all countries. Corruption undermines
democratic institutions, slows economic
development, and contributes to governmental instability.
Corruption attacks the foundation of
democratic institutions by distorting
electoral processes, perverting the rule
of law, and creating bureaucratic quagmires whose only reason for existing is
the soliciting of bribes. In many countries,
the police force is identified as one of the
most corrupt governmental institutions
(Transparency International, 2017b).
This year’s Corruption Perceptions Index
highlights that most countries are making little or no progress in ending corruption, while further analysis shows journalists and activists in corrupt countries
risking their lives every day to speak out.
Police-related corruption may comprise
petty corruption where, for example,
the public is expected to pay bribes for
alleged traffic violations; at the other end
of the spectrum, corrupt police officers
can conspire with criminals and organised
crime gangs in the trafficking of drugs,
humans and weapons (DCAF 2012).
Corruption Introduces A Risk for The
Continued Performance of Democratic

6
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Institutions in Full Democracies

Others get an adrenaline rush when success-

Even in full democracies, with robust

fully carrying out a dangerous crime. Others

oversight institutions and observance of

commit crimes on impulse, out of rage or fear.

the rule of law, when corruption seeps
into the higher levels of the political sys-

Individualist and collectivist approach

tem, corrupt leaders often try to subvert

Individualists tend to focus on personal

those democratic institutions.

weakness as they commit the reason crime.

As the global economy expanded dur-

If someone offends, that is their responsi-

ing the 20th century, levels of corruption

bility and if caught, they should suffer the

increased.

consequences. Individualists believe that if
punishments were stronger and the police

It is difficult to estimate the global size

and courts had more powers, there would be

and extent of corruption since these

less crime.

activities are carried out in secret.

The World Bank estimates international bribery exceeds US$1.5 trillion or 2% of global
GDP and ten times more than total global aid
funds. Other estimates are higher at 2-5% of
global GDP.
This report uses the term “proactive polic-

Corruption permeates all levels of society

ing” to refer to all policing strategies that

from low-level public servants accepting

have as one of their goals the prevention or

petty bribes to national leaders stealing

reduction of crime and disorder and that are

millions of dollars.

not reactive in terms of focusing primarily on

CRIME:

uncovering ongoing crime or on investigatThe causes of crime

are complex. Poverty, parental neglect,

ing or responding to crimes once they have
occurred.

low self-esteem, alcohol, and drug
abuse can be connected to why people

Specifically, the elements of proactivity

break the law. Some are at greater risk

include an emphasis on prevention, mobiliz-

of becoming offenders because of the

ing resources based on police initiative, and

circumstances into which they are born.

targeting the broader underlying forces at
work that may be driving crime and disorder.

Factors including poverty, neglect, low
self-esteem, alcohol, and drug abuse can
be connected to why people break the
law. Some are at risk of offending because
of their circumstances.
Poverty and inequality may only be a
partial explanation for high rates of crime.
Reasons for committing a crime include
greed, anger, jealousy, revenge, or pride.
Some people decide to commit a crime
and carefully plan everything in advance
to increase gain and decrease risk.
These people are making choices about
their behaviour; some even consider a
life of crime better than a regular job—

Proactive policing is
distinguished from the
everyday decisions of
police officers to be
proactive in specific
situations and instead
refers to a strategic
decision by police
agencies to use proactive police responses
programmatically to
reduce crime.

POLICING:

Today, proac-

tive policing strategies are used widely in
the United States. It does not isolate them
programs used by a select group of agencies but a set of ideas that have spread
across the landscape of policing.

behaviour that violates prevailing norms
(Advanced Oxford Learner’s Dictionary).
Crime is presented in various forms in
Ibadan; money laundering, murder/assassins, fraud, extortion, human trafficking.
Many criminal operations engage in black
marketing, political violence, religiously
motivated violence, abduction, robbery,
and assault. Other forms are poverty
crimes such as burglary, theft, motor vehicle theft, arson, cyber-crime, corruption,
and police misconduct (Andy, 1995).
The United Nations spends close to

$8bn (£6.5bn) every year on peacekeeping around the world, with the
bulk going to missions in Africa.

Geographers, sociologists, criminologists
have been interested and involve themselves in different research work on the
causes and consequences of rapid population growth and also criminal activities.
A review of the literature shows that there
are major issues of population growth and
crime rate, these indicate the concepts or
meaning of population growth, the classification of crime, the causes of crime
(Oyebanji, 1982).

to high rates of joblessness in the future.
This could provoke rising crime and social
revolt.

at the end of the day, to increasing living
costs in most countries. Fewer resources,
less water, the packing of many people
into confined spaces and a lack of money
are provoking an increase in the cost of
living whereby only a percentage of the
population will be able to cover all their
needs.

P R I S O N
POPULATION: It holds close
in pre-trial detention and other forms
of remand imprisonment throughout the
world according to the second edition of
the World Pre-trial/Remand Imprisonment
List (WPTRIL), researched and compiled by
Roy Walmsley and published on 18 June
by the International Centre for Prison
Studies, a partner of the University of
Essex. Not only are the rates of imprisonment for many countries excessively high,

About

5.6 per cent of the global population aged
15–64 years, used drugs at least once during 2016. Some 31 million people who
use drugs suffer from drug use disorders,
meaning that their drug use is harmful
to the point where they may need treatment.
Initial estimations suggest that, globally,
13.8 million young people aged 15–16
years used cannabis in the past year,

-level nuisance and disorder, to break perceived links with more serious subsequent
criminal behaviour.

The score of 0,03

(Goldilocks and the anti-social bears) was
given to the ‘No data‘ in source, I see it as the
expectable parameters for behavior.
This ‘widening of the net’ of forms of social
control associated with these issues has
necessitated that social workers curb the
behaviour of alleged unruly people. This control function potentially places practitioners
at odds with widely held social work ethics
and value and has implications for social work
practice and education.
The city is the meeting point for people from
a diverse cultural, racial, and religious background, a place where there is a struggle for
limited and scarce resources.

UNEMPLOYMENT:
Socioeconomic is the social system that
examines how economic interests the civil
processes. It studies how societies develop,
stall, or deteriorate because of their local or
regional economy, or the overall economy.
A human being living at or below the poverty
level may hold an irrational assumption that
higher education is unattainable.

As more, and bigger prisons are built, and at
vast expense, to contain an increasing population, there is little evidence to suggest that
conditions are improving, or that high rates
of imprisonment have an impact on reducing
a country’s level of crime.
but they have also been growing at a

275 million people worldwide, which is

equivalent to a rate of 5.6 per cent.

vacancies and this seems destined to lead

Rising living costs: all the above will lead,

Criminal Activities - Crime is a deviant

POPULATION:

A high number of workers exist for a few

considerable pace over the past twenty
years, a trend which places an increasing
and massive financial burden on governments as well as an added strain on social
order and cohesion.

A N T I - S O C I A L
BEHAVIOUR: Issues of ‘deviance,’
‘delinquency,’ ‘disorder,’ and ‘incivilities’
have occupied politicians and policymakers for many years. The current widespread policy focus on ‘antisocial behav-

This concept can lead to fewer and less
rewarding employment opportunities and
restrict that person’s growth potential within
society.

Overpopulation is the biggest threat
to the world.
Prisons do not solve the problem of AntiSocial Behaviour. But, does get rid of the Bad
Apples will increase police productivity and
better crime targeting.

iour’ draws heavily on theories, which

2019 • Global Police Index •
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TOP PERFORMING POLICE FORCES

Finland, Denmark, Switzerland, Austria, Iceland, Japan, Norway, Estonia, Luxembourg, United Kingdom,
Australia, New Zealand, Slovakia, Netherlands, Poland, Taiwan, Israel, Romania, Sweden, Chile, Canada, Germany,
France, Czech Republic, Ireland, Botswana, Belgium, United States, Georgia, Lithuania, Hungary, Grenada, Hong
Kong, Latvia, Slovenia, Portugal

ABOVE AVERAGE PERFORMING POLICE FORCES

Armenia, Barbados, Belarus, Benin, Bhutan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Brunei, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Cape
Verde, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cyprus, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Ghana, Greece, India, Indonesia, Italy,
Jamaica, Jordan, Kosovo, Kuwait, Lesotho, Malaysia, Malta, Montenegro, Namibia, Nepal, Panama, Peru ,Russia ,Saint
Lucia ,Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, São Tomé and Príncipe, Senegal, Serbia, Seychelles, South Africa, South
Korea, Spain, Sri Lanka, Suriname, Timor-Leste, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukraine, Uruguay, Vanuatu, Zambia
10
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AVERAGE PERFORMING POLICE FORCES

Afganistan, Algeria, Argentina, Bahamas, Bahrain, Bolivia, Cambodia, Comoros, Cuba, Dominica, El Salvador,
Gabon, Gambia, Guinea, Guyana, Iran, Ivory Coast ,Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon, Malawi, Maldives, Mali,
Mauritius, Mexico ,Moldova ,Mongolia ,Morocco ,Mozambique, Myanmar, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Papua New
Guinea ,Paraguay, Philippines ,Qatar ,Rwanda ,Saudi Arabia, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Swaziland, Tanzania,
Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, United Arab Emirates, Zimbabwe

BELOW AVERAGE PERFORMING POLICE FORCES

Guatemala,,Mauritania, Azerbaijan, Ethiopia, China, Somalia, Venezuela, Djibouti, Uganda, Bangladesh, Liberia,
Vietnam, Niger, Honduras, Madagascar, Haiti, Iraq, Turkmenistan republic, Burundi, Egypt, Nicaragua, Kazakhstan,
Syria, Guinea-Bissau, Chad, Laos, Angola, Equatorial Guinea, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Eritrea,
Tajikistan, Yemen, Sudan, North Korea, Uzbekistan, South Sudan, Libya, Congo republic, Central African Republic
2019 • Global Police Index •
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CALCULATING FACTORS MAPPED
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IMAGE BY LUIS CARLOS ADRIANZEN FROM PIXABAY
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W EL C O M E T O

THE I N T ER N ATI ONAL
T he big ge st Police Ass o c i at i on i n t he worl d w it h a l mo st

360,

T he worldw id e I PA is a g row ing and out w ard l o ok ing organis at ion.
It is an NG O in C onsu lt at ive ( Sp e ci a l ) St atus w it h t he E conomic and
S o c i a l C ou nc i l of t he Un ite d Nat ions ; in C onsu lt at ive St atus w it h t he
C ou nc i l of Eu rop e, t he O rg anis at ion of Ame r ic an St ate s and U N ESC O;

Ou r m o t t o i s
‘Servo p er Am i k ec o ’ - S ervic e T hrou gh Friendship’
“ Fr iendship has to b e t here
or t here w i l l b e no f uture
for man k ind” - Ar t hur
Tro op. T he I PA was found e d

in 19 5 0 by p oli ce s erge ant
Ar t hur Tro op i n t he Un ite d
Kingd om and has s i nce
e volve d i nto t he l argest p oli ce
ass o c i at i on i n t he world.

Travel: I PA memb ership prov ides many opp or tun it i es to
t r avel as p ar t of a g roup or
indiv i du a l ly - me et i ng ot her
memb ers around t he world.
IPA f r i endship we eks are p art ic u l arly p opu l ar.
IPA Hous es: Memb ers

b enef it f rom our hugely
p opu l ar I PA Hous es and ot her
accom mo d at i on opt i ons .

18
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T hes e are lo c ate d arou nd t he
g lob e and are avai l abl e for
I PA memb ers to st ay i n.
E duc at i on & In for mat i on
C ent re: O ur b e aut i f u l h istor i c a l t rai n i ng cent re, l o c ate d i n
t he wo o d l ands and mou nt ai ns
of G er many, is a uni qu e and
sp e ci a l lo c at i on for f u r t he ri ng your e duc at i on and has a
w i d e var i et y of s em i nars to
cho os e f rom.
Ar t hur Tro op S chol arsh ip :
T here are f und i ng opp ortun it i es for ac t iv it i e s and
s emi nar prog ramme s for
I PA memb ers . E ach ye ar t he
prest i g i ous Ar t hur Tro op
S chol arship is awarde d to
appli c ants f rom arou nd t he

POL I C E A SSOCI AT I ON

0 00 me mb ers.

worl d.

You ng Pol i c e Of f ic e rs’
S e m i nar ( YPOS ) : Ever y

ot he r ye ar, t he IPA organ is e s a You ng Pol ic e
O f f i ce rs’ S e minar, prov idi ng t he opp or tunit y for ne wer
re cr u its to me et t heir p e ers
and t a ke p ar t in a t heme d
t r ai n i ng prog ram me. In
re ce nt ye ars, t he Y POS has
t a ke n p ar t i cip ant s to t he UK
( 2 019) , US A (2017), Pol and
( 2 015) and Aust r a l i a (2013).
T he maj or it y of memb ers
atte ndi ng t he s e e vent s are
age d 35 or u nder, and t he aim
is to prov i d e a g l ob a l v ie w of
l aw e n force ment and t he IPA
ove ra l l. A subsidy is prov ide d
to t he org an ising s e c t ion

f rom t he i nter nat i ona l bud get
to ke ep costs af ford able.

Inte r nat iona l Yout h
Gat her ings (IYG): O u r

p opu l ar Inter nat i ona l Yout h
Gat her i ngs are a chance for
t he chi ld ren or g rand chi ld ren
of IPA memb ers to t a ke p ar t
in an ac t i on - p acke d 2 - we ek
prog r amme.
Hoste d an nu a l ly by a d i f ferent I PA s e c t i on , around f i f t y
16-17 ye ar olds are i nv ite d
to p ar t i cip ate and enj oy
v ar ious ac t iv it i es to encourage an ‘ i nter nat i ona l spi r it’,
and of ten st rong , long- l ast i ng
f r iendships are for me d.

memb ers of t he p oli c e
s er v i ce, on ac t ive dut y or
ret i re d. O ur pur p os e is to
cre ate b onds of f r i endsh ip
and promote i nter nat i ona l
co- op erat i on . To b e c ome
a memb er, ple as e v isit t he
Nat i ona l S e c t i ons p age. If
your count r y is liste d, you
c an cont ac t t hem d ire c t ly
to re quest f ur t her i n for ma t i on ab out j oi n i ng us or e nrol
on li ne v is it our web a p age
w w w. ip a- i nter nat i ona l.org
or cont ac t t he Inter nat i ona l
Ad mi n ist rat i on C ent re at
i ac@i eb- ip a. org .

Join t he IPA : We welcome
2019 • Global Police Index •
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R eu ter s

u n s ta ts .u n .o r g

voan ews.com
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B y R eut er s For Citizen Dig ital
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Photo by Ray Rui on Unsplash
Serengeti National Park, Arusha, Tanzania

REUTERS/Siphiwe Sibeko

dispatch.ug

East Africa is one of the most conflicted and poorly-governed
corners of the world. Terrorists based in Somalia pose a security
threat to the United States, while piracy off the Somali coast
affects U.S. economic interests and has led to the murders of
U.S. citizens. U.S. policymakers face the challenge of protecting national security while helping tackle the poor governance which is so often a root cause of insecurity.
The Africa Program brings these issues into focus by monitoring developments in the region, including: the
implementation of Kenya’s new constitution, the ongoing efforts to bring order and government to Somalia;
the frozen yet volatile Ethiopian-Eritrean border dispute; and piracy in the Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean.

Z1

The East African population is growing at a yearly rate of three percent.
That is three times the global average. Estimates show that by 2100
four billion people will be living in Africa. A young population offers
a good chance for quick economic growth, says the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). Provided there are enough jobs, food and social
services.
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Photo by Sergey Pesterev on Unsplash
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Photo by Banter Snaps on Unsplash
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When an emergency strikes, emergency

This brings up the fundamental importance

vehicles need to react and reach the scene

of visual signs from a hearing-impaired per-

as early as possible, they need adequate

son to a hearing. So, imposing a standard

equipment to make sure they can handle

of light warning on instructions to pull over

any circumstance. As part of the research in

for the hearing and the deaf person will

the Critical Assessment Of The Future Police

understand the instructions of the police

Concept Development that includes deaf

officer.

and driving, with the conclusion that police
don’t know how to communicate with the

The problem is not that the driver sees the

deaf in a tense situation where any move

lights, it is how it is interpreted, and if the

can be mistaken as a threat.

police officer talks over the microphone the

Research is about finding a solution to a

problem can persist that the officer gives

problem by incorporating a systematic and

instruction, but he can’t follow instructions

holistic method in finding the solution,

to bring the vehicle to a full stop.

THE

AND THE

and for future reference, the problem is the
communication between the police and

The solution is a direct identification light.

the deaf in a volatile circumstance. The law

Many police use the searchlight mounted

is there for our safety, and the police are

on the vehicle to show which vehicle they

there to make sure they enforce the law.

identified and instructed to stop. Again,

DEAF

POLICE

above mentioned method makes use of
Thus, improving the methods of commu-

straight direct light, an alternative is a direct

nication and understanding between the

sequenced light beam from the roof light

public and police is essential.

bar, a pure white light, thus showing to the

For the safety of yourself and others, this

driver he or she is the identified vehicle

research has found an alternative to advised

Dealing with law enforcement can be a

that the police requests to stop. Purposed

the deaf person to place your hand over

frightening experience under even the best

versatile signalling equipment is not only

your ears, it will be high enough not to be a

of circumstances for a deaf person and

for the police members but for the public.

threat to any person and the police officer will
understand without saying a word.

on the discussion on warning equipment
suitable and understandable to a person

By applying a non-verbal or sound related

There may be an assumption by the officer

who is deaf. The study of improving the

instructional method when instructing a

that the suspect is non-compliant when those

police and deaf relations and halter vola-

vehicle to stop by activating the lights

commands fall on deaf ears and the current

tile circumstances and the prevention of

and sirens is outdated. Problems identi-

sign for deaf is by moving from your ear to

conflict between the law enforcement and

fied in the study is with the manufac-

your chin or from your chin to your ear, and

the deaf by an introduction to international

tures of emergency lights, and a common

acceptable for a person who understands

standards on identifying you as a hearing-

assumption the flashing lights are just a

sign language, but will it work when a firearm

impaired person.

few colours coded lights to show it’s an

barrel pointed in your direction.

emergency vehicle, to draw attention so

By adopting the protocol to international sign

The World Federation of the Deaf stated

road users keep following the emergency

language, it will give a sense of full coopera-

that over 70 million deaf people live in the

draw attention so road users keep follow

tion from the police to the hearing impaired

world and with over 300 sign languages of

police vehicle directives. So, emergency

by contributing to the inclusive policy devel-

interpretation.

light-bar manufacturers conduct business

opment that endorses the voice of the Deaf

in such a way, thinking if it blinks or rotates

community in police training.

it is enough, but it is not.

Say, ‘I am deaf’ internationally, by placing my

The hearing impaired need to be extra

hand on any ear tapping twice and then on

cautious when pulled over by a police

top of your head, then the usual hands in

officer, one should not put your hands in

the air.

your pockets trying to take out the car that

By creating an upward movement with your

conveys that you are deaf reaching into his

hands will minimise that the police officer

or her pocket to get a card that shows the

will see you as a threat, and while inside

barrier of the card is deaf and has instruc-

the vehicle, taping twice on the roof of the

tions on how to reach an interpreter, but

vehicle will show your cooperation and show

the officer believes instead that he or she

you can’t follow any verbal command.

Cite:

Etsebeth, T. (2019). The Deaf and the Police. Global Police index, (1), p.37.
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South African Police Service
Special Task Force
The South African Police Service Special

and exhibits; protection of VIPs; provision

Task Force is the special operations ele-

of specialised training to other units and

ment of the South African Police Service

various rescue operations.

(SAPS).
Members of the Special Task Force must
The Special Task Force Coat of Arms

continually undertake refresher training

depicts a blue shield with a lightning bolt

to ensure the maintenance of the high-

flashing downwards from the apex of the

est standards of fitness and expertise.

shield. Across the bolt is a gold-rimmed

Members must be prepared to depart

red disc and a golden falcon in flight.

to any destination within the country at
short notice. In addition, as operators’ fam-

The STF had a formidable reputation in

ily members are not given information on

counter terrorism and insurgency Unlike

the destination, nature or duration of an

most civilian/police counter terrorist units

operation, they too remain in a constant

around the world, the special task force

state of tension and uncertainty.

is also trained to conduct military special
operations and has done so on many

Operator Status: Once a member has

occasions, operating with their military

completed all the compulsory post selec-

counter parts.

tion training courses and has served in
a combat section for a period of two (2)

The Special Task Force has participated in

years, operator status will be achieved

numerous operations including the trac-

and confirmed by the receipt of the opera-

ing and elimination of terrorists, terrorist

tor’s badge at a parade usually presented

bases and arms caches; the rescuing of

by the Chief of the South African Police.

hostages; underwater searches for bodies

(sapstf.org)
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INCOHERENT ARCHITECT GUIDE TO
P O L I C E S TAT I O N S A F E T Y
Innovation is an essential part of any individual’s life for the community and law enforcement. The police officer is there to protect people and property guided by the law and its
legislation. To carry out this task, police officers carry out specific duties, which differ depending on the size of their law enforcement organization.

PROTEC

ZONE 1: PARKING/ PERIMETER
ZONE 2: BUILDING, AND THE BUILDING ENTRANCE
ZONE 3: INTERNAL LEVEL 1, OR FOYER, (PUBLIC)
ZONE 4: INTERNAL LEVEL 2, (STAFF ONLY, PUBLIC
ZONE 5: INTERNAL LEVEL 3, (STAFF OFFICES, STAFF
ONLY, HIGH SECURITY)

Providing communities with a visible and accessible policing presence and ensuring the police
discuss the primary needs and who are accountable
to these needs these are the facts for basic service
delivery.
Enhancing the quality of information available to the
police to develop a proactive and problem-solving
approach to crime and violence. Enhancing the public’s confidence in the police and deterring criminals.
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Z1

Zone 1: Parking/ Perimeter - The parking,
and the area around the Police station the
perimeter is where the first line of secu-

Z3

Zone 3: Internal Level 1 (Public), or Foyer
- This is the public zone, the Concept of a
Future Police Station, checked by CCTV, here
they can get information, directions, and the

rity must start. The police station is after all

Free Call, to phone a taxi service or a friend.

the vital point in any community. Shopping

The free call limited to one short call and again a fingerprint will

malls around the country each entry point has a fixed camera

entitle you to make the call.

pointing towards the vehicle to show the driver of that specific
vehicle. The Police station mandate should be the same parking
area and the surroundings should include installation with Closed
Circuit Television (CCTV) an effective security measure; once they
are placed, you will see their effect on people at once. The cameras
enable users to record footage for later viewing. An important fact,

Z4

Zone 4: Internal Level 2, (Staff Area, Public
Escorted or documented) –This zone area
gives access to the staff area, offices corridors,
and toilets. A visitor must wear the visitor’s
badge at all time.

CCTV’s cannot stop a crime when in progress it only watches events
and persons involved.
The area surrounding the police station should be clearly marked
where the public can walk and enter. At night a well-lit area, at night
advisable to use a red light or Infra-Red (IR) wavelength under 715730 nm to indicated areas is off limits Infra-Red is light is designed
only to be used by CCTV cameras.

Z5

Zone 5: Internal Level 3, (Staff Offices, Staff
Only, High Security) - Critics of security camera systems have taken offence to them
being placed in offices and argued that
doing so implies that the employer has
either assumed or is convinced that his

employees are up to no good and will do something wrong which is
why their activities need to be recorded.

The fewer active entrances you have, the more secure the building
will be. Keeping your building secure could be as easy as pressing

Authentication biometric and access technology id card is the

a button. Check the entrance doors for any damage or faulty hard-

world’s first fingerprint-activated contactless card. Only after activa-

ware. Pay special consideration to the locks, latches, and hinges.

tion by a fingerprint scan will the card allow communication with a

Exterior lighting and replace as needed well-lit areas are a great

contactless reader. Faced with document fraud and identity theft;

deterrent to intruders.

there is a need for a new technological solution. One of these technologies, biometrics, has proved itself as the most pertinent factors

Critical, securing the entire building is necessary but rooms within

of finding and authenticating individuals in a reliable and fast way,

the building that need extra security. Failing to secure important

using unique biological characteristics.

rooms like storage rooms, computer server rooms and places where
documents and files must have extra security.

CT AND SERVE

Z2

Policy and Research - Enables the department to
find policing needs and priorities, based on safety
information.

Zone 2: The building, and the Building
Entrance - The building entrance is the most
important part of any police station, again
well lid and Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV)
is necessary. They need a high-security door,
thus preventing any criminal group from

entering the station. The solution is biometrics; the easiest and
most exact method and supplies safety and a real sense of security.
Use a fingerprint to gain access and CCTV will revaluations the
policing industry and give secure access 24-hours a day.

Cite:

Etsebeth, T. (2019). Incoherent Architect Guide to Police Station Safety. Global Police Index 2019, (1), pp.75,76.
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VIDEO AND SOUND RECORDING DEVICES ON POLICE VEHICLE
In today’s world, innovation is an essential part of any individual’s life and relates to law
enforcement, a police officer is there to protect people and property, and guided by the
law and its legislation.
Their duties differ depending on the size of their law enforcement organization and ability. The citizens have the freedom to ask for guidance and approach the police station for
help and a place sanctuary for everyone.
We need ideas that will change road safety and increase accountability. Dashboard camera recorders and road safety technology lead to safer roads. This discussion has many
results. Critics will argue that the reaction of the public only appears when they see the
police vehicle or the mounted traffic camera on the side of the road.
The technology involvement for road users is not only for improvements in specific
safety driven technology but it further strengthens our understanding to measure and
test-driving behaviour. This discussion excludes the discussion on Body-Worn Cameras
(BWC), and thus relating to the legality of Digital Video Recorders (DVRs) or In-Car
Cameras (ICC’s) as refer to

by other organisation, the most excepted term is dashboard cam-

and often not significant. A factual note that displacement occurs,

eras, Video And Sound Recording Devices On Police Vehicle this

but with the CARS 360, displacement affords can occur because

and referred to as Car And Road Recording System (CARS).

the monitoring system moves around all the time. Each countries
law relating criminal proceedings relating to electronic evidence

The main reason for referred again to DVR, ICC or dashcam as a

is but hampered by the lack of procedures governing the collec-

single or double view, and the CARS system is a multiple (Front

tion, storage, and presentation of electronic evidence for criminal

camera, Rear, Side cameras and suspect seat monitor) cameras

proceedings.

thus the CARS will increase accountability and supervising the
suspect while in and around a police vehicle.

In the discussion, the admissibility of electronic evidence is the
functional equivalent of traditional evidence. Proving electronic

The On-The-Road-Monitor (OTRM) and On-The-Road Violation

evidence centres for violations is essential for evidence and

(OTRV) will be a ground-breaking initiative. The system will issue a

admissibility of electronic law then saved on a times stamp cloud

ticket via number registers and instantaneous enforcement proto-

system, meaning the admissibility and evidential weight of elec-

col after scanning by a number plate verification sensor.

tronic evidence needs to be.

They will argue that it will take the fundamental out of policing,
but the result will be the opposite and don’t be alarmed serious

Sources Evidence Governing Electronic Evidence evidence

offence, as it will entail a vehicle stop and arrest of a suspect.

obtained in a manner that violates any right in the Bill of Rights
must be excluded if the admission of that evidence make the trial

INCREASED PUBLIC INTEREST IN THE

unfair or will otherwise be detrimental to the administration of

BIGGER

justice and sometimes fairness will require that evidence.

BROTHER

WILL

INCREASE

SAFET Y AWARENESS AND PROTECTION.
CARS will promote the goals of road safety and give visual evidence in traffic-related incidence providing real proof of what
happened. Bigger Brother can play a significant role as a vehicle
telematics device to collect, document, and present driver behaviour, and telematics data that combines GPS technology with
onboard diagnostics, possible to record and map where a car is
and how fast travelling, and cross-reference that with how a car
is behaving.

The legal system cannot keep up with the pace of technological
development and the admissibility and evidential weight. The
system will pay for itself, a paid traffic fine and will avoid formal
prosecution.
Quality of devices is important to get one that records in high
definition and enhances reliability, the higher the quality, the less
chance of sensor burning, blurry picture, and recording.
With so much lawlessness on our roads, we need to do what we
can to be safe and to protect ourselves from criminality. These
crimes are often not only reckless driving from those around us

Car and Road Recording System (CARS) and Law Enforcement
focuses on Lane hogging, tailgating and other driver behaviours
that might have caused crashes and the ultimate that the traffic

but also exploited by fraudsters and corrupt road users and officials. We can expect to see many more drivers using dashboard
camera recorders for this added protection.

incoherent driving leads to road rage, using CARS to informing
drivers of things they have forgotten about and try awaken the
traffic muscle memory.
The innovation of the Car And Road Recording System (CARS) is
traffic reporting system and is an initiative to observe road users
and report and with date and time stamped via On-The-RoadTicket (ORT) or a Short Message System (SMS).
The report of bad driving or incoherent driving by forwarding to
the driver or owner of the vehicle. This will keep drivers alert and
responsible when driving, knowing they may be on camera on
any part of a public road. Incorporating facial recognition into the
system will also be to the advantage of all.
Does CCTV surveillance pose a threat to privacy? Critics believe
that CCTV systems displace crime somewhat, and the reductions
in crime levels have taken place because of CCTV; it localised them
*Cite: Etebeth,T (2019) The Bigger Brother,Video and Sound Recording Devices on Police Vehicle, Global Police Index 2019, p93.
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